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Madison Square Garden, New York City

Until 1971, the nation of Pakistan consisted of two separate locations on either side of India (indicated on the map).  
While political power was centered in the west, the majority of the population, which was extremely poor, lived in the 
east.  In 1970, the Bhola Cyclone, considered one of the deadliest storms in history, hit East Pakistan, killing about 
half a million people.  Many Bengalis, as the people of East Pakistan are called, felt the Pakistani government did 
little to help the victims of the storm.

Longstanding tensions erupted in a bloody civil war in 1971, which resulted in the establishment of the independent 
People’s Republic of Bangladesh where East Pakistan had been.  The Bangladesh Liberation War was extremely 
bloody; estimates of deaths range from 200,000 to 3,000,000, and millions of refugees fled the fighting. The new 
nation of Bangladesh remained extremely poor. It had a difficult time dealing with the aftermath of the war and the 
cyclone. Images of starving Bengali children appeared in newspapers around the world.

In 1971, Bengali musician Ravi Shankar asked former Beatle George Harrison for help. Harrison responded by 
contacting numerous colleagues, including Bob Dylan, former Beatle Ringo Starr, Eric Clapton, and many others. 
The result was a series of two concerts at New York’s Madison Square Garden on August 1, 1971, attended by 
nearly 40,000 people.

These concerts mark the first time such a wide array of musicians came together to support a specific cause, and 
became a model for future events in which Rock and Roll musicians and other celebrities could marshal their star 
power in support of a humanitarian crisis. The concerts fundraised $243,418.50 in ticket sales, which was donated 
to UNICEF who distributed milk, blankets, and clothing to refugees. The concert also led to both a documentary film 
and a best-selling album – which featured a picture of a starving child on its cover – further raising awareness of the 
dire situation in Bangladesh.  

Discuss the following questions: 
1. What did the Concert for Bangladesh borrow from both the intentions of Civil Rights demonstrations and

the spirit of the Woodstock festival to create a new kind of event?
2. Why was it important to build awareness about Bangladesh in 1971?
3. How might the public demonstrations of the Civil Rights movement have inspired Harrison to become an

advocate for change?
4. How might the Woodstock festival have suggested that there was an audience for the Concert for

Bangladesh?


